ESRC RESEARCH SEMINAR SERIES:
The New Regional Management: A consequence of multi-level governance and meta-governance?

Seminar 2: Open University Business School 26 April 2006

BEYOND NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT: PROSPECTS FOR NEW REGIONAL MANAGEMENT?

9.30 Registration and Coffee

9.50 Welcome and Introduction:

SESSION 1: Chair: Dr Leslie Budd (Open University)

10.00 Dr Josie Kelly (Aston University)

Reprise of Seminar 1:

10.20 Professor John Clarke (Open University)

“The governance puzzle: tracing emergent forms and practices”

11.00 Coffee

11.30 Professor Jan-Erik-Lane (University of Geneva)

“Providing Public Services is Contracting”

12.15 Q&As and Discussion

(Chair: Professor Martin Jones, University of Aberystwyth)
12.40       Lunch

SESSION 2    Chair:  Professor Allan Cochrane (Open University)

13.20       Professor Mark Goodwin (University of Exeter)

“Making Sense of the new regionalism; state personnel and the rescaling of governance”

14.00       Dr Pip Tucker (Association of Regional Observatories)

“Setting regional priorities in the New Regional Management”

14.40 Tea

15.00       David Walburn (Past President of the European Association of Development Agencies (EURADA), Visiting Professor at London South Bank University and Director of the Local Economy Policy Unit

15.40       Panel Discussion: (Chair: Dr Joyce Liddle University of Nottingham)

Professor Christopher Hood, (University of Oxford) John Adams (IPPR) Paul Bevan (South of England Regional Assembly), Professor Janice Morphet (ODPM) Alastair Johnson (Commission for Rural Communities)

16.30       End